Integrated Natural Ideas #106
From the mind of

Dr. Jay

What you can do to complement your health...naturally.
It is not alternative, it is original!
I know we all like testimonials. But I find this very interesting about Silver Shield liquid
#4280-5. If you are a fan, also consider my new book, now out called “Outsmarting HPV”
Available from www.naturestools.com sound concepts
“Something interesting about Silver Shield. Fluffy, my dog makes bladder stones and had 3
removed last year. I started putting a little silver shield in the dog’s drinking water. Her Xrays in Dec. showed no stones and again in March no stones. About April I stopped putting
silver shield in drinking water because I thought it was not doing any good. August, she
had another stone in bladder with surgical removal. Told the vet about the silver and said
the silver shield may have kept her pH balanced - so body would not make stones. Guess
what, silver shield goes in her drinking water every day now. If it works for dogs, why not
humans?”
“The Surgery was $350.00 that buys a lot of silver shield. Lesson learned!!!” Jean from
New Jersey adds 1/2 of a 4oz.dropper in the Dogs water dish every day now.
I agree. Tracy and I did this with our dog to help the immune system. Our dog lived 4 more
years than that breed normally lives with no vet bills. It was worth every penny of silver
shield.
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Here is another one (I am so glad people are reading these newsletters):
“Dr. Jay, I used the Essential Shield Blend #3887-8 on bug bites this summer. It worked
fantastic to help stop the itching and healing. We don’t go camping or outside without it.
The kids like the smell too.”- June A.
CardioxLDL #1195-0 is making the headlines in NSP history! Now that people have had a
chance to use this product for several months, their labs are proving why NSP applied for a
patent on it!
Lois from Wisconsin brought in her lab results. She did this all on her own accord and had
her doctor follow the results. She started her labs while on Rx Lipitor in Feb. 2015. She
didn’t like how it felt. After reading about CardioxLDL she decided to try just this natural
until her next labs were due. In Feb. her total cholesterol was 242 (on Rx). In Aug. her total
dropped down to 185 (with CardioxLDL - taking only what the label rec.). Her LDL (on Rx)
in Feb was 162, in Aug after taking the product only = 113. Triglycerides 167 to 155. Her
Chol/HDL ratio from 5.1 to 4.5 (normal is < 4.5).
So here are just a few instances of “Herbs work”. Keep those testimonies coming America!
Make sure you always inform your doctor what you intend to do as well (they usually don’t
read these newsletters LOL).

Many companies put their name on a product label and do not manufacture it themselves. We only trust Nature’s Sunshine (800453-1422). The largest and safest in the world! Information is for educational purposes only and not meant to diagnose or treat any
disease. See a competent health professional should the need arise. This information may be shared provided it is not changed in any
way.

